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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
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follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
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JOHN has contributed to the dictionary with 4154 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small book. We
hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to visit our
website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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con venir y convenir
WITH COMING AND AGREEING TO COME is a verb that describes a movement of approach towards the place where
one speaks or writes.  To agree is to reach an agreement. 

concierto para delinquir
CONCERT TO COMMIT A CRIME is not a musical recital but a CONCERTATION of several people, that is, agreeing, to
perform an act punishable by law

concomitar
CONCOMITAR  CONCOMITANCIA is the circumstance where one thing contrbutes with another to a common objective
orvin the same direction. CONCOMITAR  is the action of commiting CONCOMMITANCE Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be accompaniment

concretos
CONCRETE pl .  of CONCRETE 1 .  Cement mixture, type, sand and water that is used to build.  2 .  Definitive, in
summary

concuada
CONCUADO SPAM BY CONCUÑADA

concuado
CONCUADO SPAM

concursera
CONCURSERA Brazilian site on facebook and others to prepare and compete for public offices in Brazil. 

condilartrosis
CONDYLORARTHROSIS Articulation formed, on the one hand, by a condyle and, on the other, by a glenoid cavity; like
the knee. 

condiloma
CONDYLOMA Condyloma acuminata Small bump on the genitals caused by a common sexually transmitted infection.
Genital warts are a common sexually transmitted disease caused by the human papillomavirus (HPV). 

conectable
CONNECTABLE that is possible to be connected

conga
CONGA in Chile, dance of Cuban and Colombian origin that was very popular in the 49s and 50s.  Probably related to
the Congo, dance performed in these same countries, with the participation of entire families. 

conificar



CONIFY shape cone

conopodium
CONOPODIUM A genus of herbaceous plants in the apiaceae family.  It comprises 57 described species and of these,
only 8 accepted

consanguneo
CONSANGUNEO SPAM

consejo real y supremo de indias
ROYAL AND SUPREME COUNCIL OF THE INDIES The polysynodal system was formed by the Councils, which were
collegiate bodies of the Spanish Central Administration whose function was consulting and advising the king.  In 1519
Charles I founded the Supreme and Royal Council of the Indies, for the aforementioned purposes, which was ratified as
an independent body in 1524.  It regulated all the political, administrative and legal activities of the Territories of the New
World.

consensua
CONSENSUA spelling error by CONSENSÚA of the verb CONSENSUAR , reach consensus , agreement

conservacionistas
CONSERVATIONISTS pl .  of CONSERVATIONIST, person and organism that tends to conserve a certain thing,
especially the environment. 

consociativismo
CONSOCIATIVISM of the prefix CON, 'together with , aggregate, action in joint' as in confluence, connational,
conspiring respectively, ASSOCIATIVE, which agglomerates to act in community and between the community, and ISM,
'doctrine, system, school or movement'.  We speak, then, of a system of aggregate or conclusive association. 

conspirativo
CONSPIRACY relating to the conspiracy a conspiracy of a secret nature to attack or overthrow the government of the
day. 

construcciones
CONSTRUCTIONS pl .  construction

construcción ciudadana
Citizen construction Education of minors for when they acquire citizenship, involves learning the rights and duties of
citizens, respect for democratic values and human rights, as well as the importance of equality, solidarity, tolerance,
collaboration and participation in a democratic society, and social justice. 

consuensar
CONSUENSAR SPAM

consurar



CONSURAR error ortográfico by CONSULAR, relative to the consul or the consulate, or by CENSOR, criticize
negatively or prohibit the diffusion. 

contentísimos
CONTENT PL of CONTENTÍSIMOS, augmentative of CONTENT.  Extremely HAPPY, very HAPPY. 

contraargumentos
COUNTERARGUMENTS pl .  of COUNTERARGUMENT, an approach that is presented in opposition to an initial and
contrary argument in its position. 

contracrónica
COUNTERCHRONIC version opposite to that written by a first chronicler

contradeclaración
COUNTER-DECLARATION announcement as a response to a statement by an opponent. 

contragarantía
COUNTER-GUARANTEE in symmetrical negotiations the one who receives a guarantee issues, in turn, a
counter-guarantee, or guarantee of response.  For example, if someone gives a guarantee of purchase, he can demand
or receive a guarantee of sale, so that both parties acquire commitments according to their contractual function.  In
asymmetric situations, such as business with banks, the client's guarantees are not offset with other banks. 

contraído
Collapsed 1 .  That has shrunk, reduced: The economy has contracted by 3% 2 .  P .  of CONTRACT 3 .  Who has
acquired a commitment of union: We got married in Lampedusa. 4 .  In grammar: that a union of words has been made
generating a new one: 'al' is the contraction of 'to el' .  A CONTRACTION is a morphological resource that consists of
joining two words or more to form a single one.  The figures of diction are used, mainly those of transformation and
omission, the most common being the synalefa, where intermediate letters are eliminated, as in "al" and "del".  5 .  In
Chile, Peru and Uruguay : Referring to a person : entirely engaged in studies or other activity

contramanifiesto
AGAINST MANIFEST MANIFEST that challenges another previous opposition manifesto. 

contrapuertas
SHUTTERS pl .  of COUNTERDOOR, interior door of the entrance. 

contrargumento
COUNTERARGUMENT approach that is presented against an earlier argument. 

contrasínodo
COUNTER-SYNOD Of SYNOD, meeting of Christian Ecclesiastes to deliberate

contratable
CONTRACTABLE that can be contracted, make a contract.  employ



contribución eficiente
EFFICIENT CONTRIBUTION efficient is who or who performs a job perfectly.  In the business field Effectiveness is to
achieve the goals established in the company.  Efficiency is achieving goals with the least amount of resources. 

contru
CONTRU 1 .  typo by CONTRA.  2 .  error by CONSTRU a sw that allows to have a digitized and on-site overview of a
construction.  Constru develops state-of-the-art technology to digitize the entire construction process.  The platform
monitors every task on every wall to deliver actionable looks, driving efficiency and amplifying ROI (return on
investment). 3 .  It could be urban language, an apocope of CONSTRUCT, an idealized and not real mental construct,
made to understand a problem.  This is just a guess. 

convención política
POLITICAL CONVENTION congress or symposium of people dedicated to politics or to do politics. 

conversona
CONVERSONA a derogatory way of naming a CONVERSATIONALIST person. 

convierme
CONVERT ME SPAM

convocable
SUMMON YOU that you can connect, call to meet

convulso
CONVULSIVE that is with great agitation, revolutionized

coño
PUSSY in Venezuela : it is a muletilla with many meanings : Offense : Your mother's pussy! Amazement : Coooñooo!
Stubbornness: I'm going to fuck my pussy. Action : Move, pussy! Inaction: Now I don't do a pussy. Rivalry: Who the fuck
has believed? Guilt: The pussy and mother that . Distance : That is the fifth pussyResuffer:, what balls! All right, pussy!
Uselessness : It does not serve for a pussyStupor and his mother! Devaluation: Not worth a pussy. Identity: Who the
fuck is he? Ira: His mother's pussy! Resignation: Since what the fuck matters. Reason : What the fuck is wrong with
you? Why the fuck? Riña : Coñaza , coñiza , coñamentazón . Beaten : Coñaceado . Unfavorable state: Escoñetado .
Destination: Gone pal pussy. Crazy Delirium pussy. Rebuke Where the fuck were you? Reaction (fright/pain): Pussy,
pussy, pussy! Only in Maracaibo : Coñit@ ( niñ@ ) and pussy ( man ) 

cooperatividad
COOPERATIVITY Cooperation

copaje
COPAJE Universal textile base: Colorless emulsion or suspension ("cream" term better known) that increases the
transparency and fluidity of paints for fabrics.   It is sold by the kilo.  Solvent for screen printing and stamping. 

copartícipes
PARTNERS Competitors participating as a whole.  A pair is made up of two partners.  A football match for two groups of



11 partners on the pitch each. 

copolímero
COPOLYMER POLYMERS Polymers are synthesized from a chemical reaction of polymerization or chaining of
monomers.  According to the conditions of temperature and pressure (and eventually catalysts) we can obtain linear,
branched, cross-linked or hyperramified polymers COPOLYMERS are macromolecules formed by several repetitive
units, that is, prepared from two or more monomers. There are 4 copolymers of industrial importance1 .  Commonly
known as EVA rubber is vinyl ethylene-acetate.  It is the product that you use as a yoga rug or alphabet leras as a
puzzle for children.  2 .  the plastic acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS), 3 .  styrene-butadiene rubber (SBR), and 4 . 
nitrile rubber, styrene acrylonitrile, styrene-isoprene-styrene (SIS).  The acronym corresponds to the English names. 

coportavoz
CO-SPOKESPERSON acting as spokesperson in conjunction with another person(s) 

coproducto
CO-PRODUCE a product that is manufactured in unison with another and with the same raw materials, and that at some
stage of its production differs from the other. 

coprozoico
COPROZOIC of the gr .  Kopros, 'feces', and zoic, 'relating to animals'; protozoan that lives in the times .  Protozoan that
can live outside the intestine. 

copuchentear
COPUCHENTEAR Copuchar, spread news exaggerating the facts.  2 .  Talk about the personal lives of others for the
sole purpose of entertaining themselves. 

coralgena
XORALGENA SPAM

coralillo
CORALILLO Inga spuria, commonly called BITZE, cuajiniquil, cuijinicuil, cuinicuil or paterna, nahuatlismo de
cuauhicxinecuilli, "tree of crooked foot", for having one of its tips bent, or guamo, is a legume species whose appearance
resembles a mimosa.  It is cultivated for its large seeds covered with white, velvety and edible pulp.  It is native to
Central America, Colombia, Mexico, Venezuela, and has spread to other countries in South America. 

corazón abierto
OPEN HEART the medical expression is 'open heart' and corresponds to the surgical intervention in which the 'jacketing'
is made, that is, the chest is opened vertically through the center and the ribs are separated to the sides to reach a
direct access to the heart muscle.  Nowadays this traumatic surgery has been changed by a laparoscopic one and the
valve changes are made by introducing tubes through the femoral to the heart itself where a reparative microsurgery is
performed. 

corazón de abuelita
GRANNY'S HEART very soft person, who does not know how to say no when it corresponds.  Some synonyms, words
or similar expressions can be artichoke heart, soft



corazón de alcachofa
ARTICHOKE HEART (person) soft, which says yes to everything, in allusion to the softness of the artichoke bottom. 

corderito
LAMB DIMINUTIVE LAMB

coreomania
COREOMANIA error by COREOMANIA

coreomanía
CHOREOMANIA Mania or impulse that gave groups of up to thousands of people to dance without being able to stop,
until they fell faint, with wounds and injuries to the legs, heart attacks or reach death.  These events occurred in Europe
between the fourteenth and seventeenth centuries.  It was called the dance of St. Vitus because of the convulsions he
suffered in his legs during his martyrdom. 

cornaputo
CORNAPUTO term that is part of the gíglico of Julio Cortázar, chapter 68 of Rayuela.  It means wretched, son of a bitch,
or similar

cornoque
CORNOQUE CORK OAK

corocoreo
COROCOREO action related to COROCORO 1 .  Growl that emits the fish COROCORO Haemulon plumierii , chac-chi ,
ronco arará or ronco margariteño , fish of the family of the haemúlidos and that is distributed by the Atlantic coast of
America.  2 .  Fishing or cooking of the fish corocoro 3 .  Sound emitted by the COROCORO or Scarlet Ibis ibis scarlet? ,
also called red corocoro , corocoro colorado , corocora , red heron , cider or guará , pelecaniforme bird of the family
Threskiornithidae?? native to the coasts of Venezuela, Colombia and southeastern Brazil.  . 4 .  COROCORO comic is a
Japanese manga and could relate to activities with these magazines and movies. 

corondo
CORONDO error by CORONDA Locality of the province of Santa Fe , Argentina .  Another possibility is a dactylographic
error for 'crowned'

corporales
BODY pl .  of CORPORAL

corracho
CORRACHO BORRACHO, expressed by a vorracho

correo trampa
CORRO TRAP bomb sent by mail to be exploded when the envelope or package is opened. 

correr como una liebre



RUN LIKE A HARE Run very fast.  Hares run faster than rabbits. 

corrida cambiaria
EXCHANGE RATE RUN serious difficulty suffered by a government of a country to defend the parity of the exchange
rate of its currency and that in many cases ends up translating into a devaluation or strong depreciation of it. 

corrosividad
CORRISIVITY deterioration of a material by an electrochemical attack of its environment. 

corteses
CORTESES pl .  courteous, friendly

cortisol
CORTISOL Stress hormone produced by the supreme glands and that prepare the organism for flight, instantly
increasing the amount of glucose in the blood to increase the available energy, discharge blood from the spleen and put
the nervous and muscular system on high alert, focusing brain activity on dangers and safer escape alternatives.  If
there is a fire advertisement while watching a play the cortisol shoots up and will focus the person on the run.  If a false
alarm is then notified and returned to the seat, it will no longer be able to be attended to as before because cortisol takes
6 to 8 hours to gradually disappear from the blood and thus return to calm.  The negative part of this survival remedy is
that it is carcinogenic in nature. 

cortomancia
SHORTHAND ERROR by CARTOMANCY prediction of the future by throwing the cards. 

cosa frecuente
FREQUENT THING that happens often, which is common. 

cosmobiologica
COSMOBIOLOGICAL relative to the science that studied the possibilities of life in other worlds, the cosmobiology. 

cosmopolítica
POLITICAL COSMOPOLITICS that is raised or implemented universally

cosota
COSOTA Augmentative of COSA .  2 .  In Puerto Rico, affectionate person

costa chica
COSTA CHICA one of the 7 geoeconomic and cultural regions that make up the state of Guerrero, in southern Mexico. 
It is on the eastern and southeastern border of the municipality of Acapulco de Juárez and extends to the central coast
of the state of Oaxaca.

costachiqueño
COSTACHIQUEÑO gentilicio of the inhabitants of the geoeconomic region of Costa Chica in the state of Guerrero,
Mexico. 



costener
COSTENER this is a verb that does not exist .  Then, it's CONTENER or KEVIN COSTNER, American actor, director
and screenwriter, winner of the Oscar for best film and best director for Dancing with Wolves. 

cov2
COV2 comes from the virus that produces the coronavirus, SARS-CoV-2, short for severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus 2.  Cov is the designation of a coronavirus and 2 is a particular type. 

coyunge
COYUNGE error by SPOUSE, partner of the husband or wife

cóbot
CÓBOT contraction of colaborative robot, is a robot built to work with humans in a collaborative environment. 

cóctel del elote
CORN COCKTAIL in Mexico: esquite, roasted tender corn kernel.  In Chihuahua they are known as "Elote de vaso", in
the Northwest of Mexico they are called "Toles", "Trolelotes" or "Cocktail of corn"

crabominable
CRABOMINABLE Crabominable is a fighting/ice type Pokémon introduced in the seventh generation. 

crackers
CRACKERS pl .  of CRACKERS , 1 .  cocktail cracker, small in size.  2 .  Crack is breaking or breaking in English.  In
this sense, CRACKERS are people or programs that break the codes or security systems of a facility or computer
equipment. 

crb inverbío
CRB INVERBÍO Cross Road Biotech Inversiones Biotecnológicas is an independent private equity manager ("venture
capital") that invests in innovative technology-based companies in the early phase in the field of biosciences, especially
in the area of diagnostics, biomedicine and medical technologies. The target investments propose innovative solutions
to medical needs in a cost-effective manner and are geared towards global markets with high volumes and high growth
rates.  CRB Inverbío participates in the development of the companies in which it invests, supporting the teams in the
management and strategic direction until the divestment process Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be
cross road biotech

creatividad en preescolar
CFEATIVITY IN PRESCHOOL Ability to develop original ideas in children under 5 years old.  It is essential to stimulate
unfettered inventiveness in order to develop intelligence at most. 

creativos
CREATIVE understanding that it is consulted in the plural to explain that it is the s .  : staff of a media agency, tv channel
or similar, whose main job is to bring ideas and ingenuity to new advertising campaigns, programs, contests and all the
paraphernalia to attract auditors and buyers who are intended to captivate and convince

creidita



CREIDITA Diminutive of creed; conceited, arrogant woman

crematïstico
CREMATISTIC Belongs or relates to the obtaining of wealth. 

cremático
CREMÁTICO There are two possibilities: 1 .  It is a neologism by CREMATISTIC, belonging to or relating to
CREMATISTICS, or art of making money.  Concerned or related to obtaining wealth.  Formerly crematistics was
synonymous with economy.  2 .  Error by CHROMATIC , relative to color . 

crespn
Crespn spam

crinografía
CRINOGRAPHY Detailed and meticulous description of the smallest attributes of an object. 

criptobiosis
CRYPTOBIOSIS Biology: physiological state in which metabolic activity is reduced to an undetectable level, but without
disappearing completely.  It occurs in certain plants and animal groups adapted to survive in extremely dry conditions. 

crisis cambiaria
EXCHANGE RATE CRISIS Euphemism for unleashed inflation, where the local currency rapidly loses its value against
reference currencies, such as the euro or the dollar. 

crisis cambiaría
Crisis would change spam

crisis cambiaría
CRISIS WOULD CHANGE error for EXCHANGE RATE CRISIS

crisis de balanza de pagos
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS CRISIS A complicated situation in which a country's debts cannot be paid according to the
agreements and commitments made. 

crispetas
CRISPETAS pl .  of CRISPETA .  See POPCORN

cristián
CRISTIÁN masculine name .  It means Christian, follower of Christ. 

cristinista
CRISTINISTA in Argentina : naïve Argentine who supports the management or ideology of Cristina Kirshner



cristofascismo
CHRIST FASCISM Juan José Tamayo invented the term "Christ-neo-fascism" to name the alliance between far-right
political and social organizations, supported by ultraliberalism, and fundamentalist Christian movements, supported by
ecclesiastical leaders critical of Pope Francis. 

criticar duramente
HARSHLY CRITICIZE manifest strongly and negatively against (someone or something) 

crnico
Crnico spam

cromfora
CROMFORA .  SPAM

cromotipografa
CHROMOTYPEFRAFA SPAM

cross docking
CROSS DOCKING rock, 'winery, warehouse' in English.  Technology that consists of the minimum use of warehouses
when there is a change of type of transport of goods, say for example, from a ship to trains or trucks.  The ideal is to
keep the stock at zero level. 

crotafite
CROTAFITE error by CROTAFITES, chewing muscle. 

crotafites
CROTAFITES

crucita
CRUCITA population of Ecuador on the coast of the province of Manabí and parish of the capital Portoviejo.  It has 14 .
050 inhabitants .  It is a tourist resort of only 68 km2, well known by fans of unpowered flight and paragliding

cruzita
CRUZITA error by CRUCITA

cts
CTS in Peru: The Compensation for Time of Services (CTS) is a social benefit that the large company grants to the
worker, in order to constitute a fund that allows him to face the future contingencies that may occur after the termination
of the employment relationship and / or cover his needs and those of his family while finding another form of financing. 
It does not apply in the case of the mini-company. 

cttb
CTTB City of the Ten Thousend Buddas, a monastery in Talmage, California. 



cuadernal de un solo ojo
NOTEBOOK OF A SINGLE NAUTICAL EYE: piece that is part of the rigging to drive a boat, through which ropes are
passed with which the direction of the ship is modified or the berthing, anchoring or setting sail of the same is carried
out.  A notebook, derived from notebook, in nautical, is a group of two or more pulleys placed in parallel and jointly,
which have the same central axis.  Pulleys may have one or two eyes, through which ropes are passed. 

cuadrapléjico
QUADRIPLEGIC 1 .  Related to quadriplegia, a disease that causes paralysis of the 4 limbs.  2 .  Person suffering from
quadriplegia

cuadyuvariar
Quayuvariar this is an attempt to remember some word heard and not understood.  My tremendous wisdom in relation to
these burials inclines me to think that the character who consults us pretends to know the meaning of the cult word
COADYUVAR, where he heard the first syllable quite well, better still the second, but then he was exhausting the neuron
of the prefrontal lobe and there was not enough concentration.  Well, we can go forward: it comes from the Latin
coadiuvare; the prefix with , con- is synonymous with sharing, collaborating, contributing, sharing a job or responsibility;
ad- is a prefix indicating towards; iuvare means to help; then, it is 'contributing to achieve something'

cuajanicuil
CUAJANICUIL see BITZE

cuajiniquil
CUAJINIQUIL SEE BITZE , CUAJINICUIL , GUAMO

cualquier persona
ANY PERSON Each of the people in absolutely random form. 

cuatro latas
FOUR CANS Spanish film (2019) whose name derives from the Renault 4L that Tocho and Jean Pierre use to travel to
Mali to visit their sick friend, Joseba.  They recall ancient rallies that the three made to Mali and Niger, crossing Africa
and then selling the cars. 

cuál
WHICH generic singular pronoun with which interrogative or exclamative expressions referring to an object or thing are
initiated

cuchumbí
CUCHUMBÍ see CUCHUMBO , from the Mayan CHUM , PUMPKIN

cuchumbo
CUCHUMBO .  word used in Mexico and Central America, derived from the Mayan mum, 'pumpkin'; In Mx , Gu , ES , Ni;
Ho, popularly used as a bucket to roll the dice. In Mx , Gu , Ni; Ho, popularly is a metonymy: Dice game.  In Ho , ES , Ni
.  Container to carry water made from a hollowed-out pumpkin. In Guatemala it is a container to store tortillas made from
the bottom of a hollowed-out pumpkin. In Honduras and Spain : Homosexual man.  derogatory, in the sense that other
countries use the term 'hollow'. In Spain : Women's body. In Honduras: popularly, exchange of gifts, by previous drawing
of names, between a group of friends or co-workers.  espon . In Nicaragua : Dear or lover



cuchumbo
CUCHUMBO .  word used in Mexico and Central America, derived from the Mayan mum, 'pumpkin'; In Mx , Gu , ES , Ni;
Ho, popularly used as a bucket to roll the dice.  In Mx , Gu , Ni; Ho, popularly is a metonymy: Dice game.  In Ho , ES , Ni
.  Container to carry water made from a hollowed-out pumpkin.  In Guatemala it is a container to store tortillas made
from the bottom of a hollowed-out pumpkin.  In Honduras and Spain : Homosexual man.  derogatory, in the sense that
other countries use the term 'hollow'.  In Spain : Women's body.  In Honduras: popularly, exchange of gifts, by previous
drawing of names, between a group of friends or co-workers.  espon .  In Nicaragua : Dear or lover

cuecha
CUECHA in Nicaragua, rural, Costa Rica (obsolete): a portion of tabac that it is chewed Some synonyms, words or
similar expressions can be chewed tabac

cuerada
CUERADA in Chile : great body

cuetanos
CUETANOS pl .  by CUÉTANO

cuijinicuil
CUIJINICUIL of the Nahuatl CUAJINICUIL, Nahuatlism of Cuauhicxinecuilli, "crooked foot tree".  Guamo .  MIMOSA-like
legume

cuinique
CUINIQUE Notocitellus adocetus rodent of the family Sciuridae is a terrestrial squirrel, endemic to the shrub highlands in
northern Mexico, restricted to the states of Guerrero, Michoacán, Jalisco and Estado de México. It inhabits dry and rocky
environments such as xerophilous scrub and tropical deciduous forest although it is also associated with cultivation
areas, where it resorts when there is a shortage of seeds.  It is distributed between 200 and 1200 meters above sea
level

cuídate
TAKE CARE of farewell expression, asking the other person to be careful, to avoid risks. 

culaso
BUTT error by BUTT, large ass, very attractive buttocks or very large. 

culebra chirrionera
THE CHIRRIONERA SNAKE Masticophis flagellum, a species of snake in the Colubridae family, endemic to the United
States and Mexico.  it is one of the largest and fastest snakes in that region.  They are combative and often attack
towards the face when they feel cornered. 

culetazos
CULETAZOS MISSPELLING of either CULATAZOS or COLETAZOS. CULATAZO is a hit with the butt, 'culata' of a gun.
COLETAZO is a hit with a tail, 'cola'. Usually it is a figured form, as it reflects an effect or posterior consequence of a
process (which went wrong). 'CULETA' does not exists, therefore CULETAZO neither



culé
CULÉ again we have to define this term in this dictionary.  It is not understood.  Formerly Barcelona fans went to see
him on Calle Industria.  As the seats were insufficient the fans sat on the walls leaving in view of the passers-by the
culera, plural of cul, which is pronounced culés.  And so they were nicknamed forever. 

cullincar
CULLINCAR murder; of the mapudungun cullin , slaughter

cultura digital
DIGITAL CULTURE Knowledge and experience embedded in the interaction with others and having all kinds of possible
activities through social networks, such as friendship, enmity, research, buy, sell, conquer, converse, 

cumbres patagónicas
PATAGONIAN PEAKS Mountain peaks of the extreme south of Chile and Argentina

cuncunear
CUNCUNEAR move like a cuncuna 2 .  Zigzagging, driving by making frequent turns

cunilingus
CUNILINGÜS is a Latin word, also Cunnilingus (from Latin: cunnus, "vulva"; and ling?, ling?re, "lick") ? is the practice of
oral sex on the female genitalia.  It is about licking, sucking, biting and rubbing the lips and clitoris to sexually excite the
woman, price to intercourse. 

cupera
CUPERA f .  by CUPERO

cuprolitico
CUPROLITIC error by CUPROLYTIC, copper age

cuprolítico
CUPROLYTIC Copper age from the Greek jalkos, 'copper' and lithos, 'stone'.  Also called eneolithic because copper is
called aeneus in Latin.  It is between the Neolithic, with which the stone age ends, and the Bronze Age.  With the
cuprolitic begins the age of metals, when man invents metallurgy. 

cureles
CURELES pl .  of CUREL, possible error by CURIL or CURUL .  In Honduras and El Salvador: A CURIL is a bivalve
mollusk larger than a mangrove-dwelling clam that is eaten raw in its red juice 2 .  Relative to or belonging to priests.  3 .
 In Chile: Stole embroidered in gold thread that priests wear on the neck as a scarf to officiate the Mass. A CURUL or
CURUL chair from the Latin sella curulis, is in which the veteran magistrates, dictator, praetor, consul, magister equitum
and Roman aediles sat.  It was semicircular, cushioned and with side arms.  In Chile, Ecuador, Peru, Colombia, El
Salvador and Mexico: parliamentary seats

curriculum
CURRICULUM VITAE , professional resume



curriculum vitae
CURRICULUM VITAE Brief narrative of a person's personal background and work and professional experience.  It
usually extends to be presented to someone who will assess suitability for a position or quota.  It is used without accents
because it is a Latin expression

curso-taller
COURSE-WORKSHOP course of short or medium duration oriented to a specific topic, which contains a theoretical part
and that goes accompanied by a practice. 

custico
CUSTIC spelling error by CUSTIC

customización
CUSTOMIZATION anglicism coming from CUSTOMER, 'customer'; adapt the parameters (of a program, process) to the
requirements of a particular client. 

cusumbosolo
CUSUMBOSOLO the CUSUMBO coati, is a type of monkey.  There are two species with different social behavior.  The
CUSUMBOSOLO, which lives in isolation and the CUSUMBO SOCIALIS that lives in herds. 

cutervino
CUTERVINO narural de Cutervi , Cajamarca , Peru

cuturo
CUTURO in Guatemala , Honduras , Panama : cordoncillo .  Piper aduncum .  Shrub of the family Piperaceae up to 6 m
tall, with alternate leaves, oblong-lanceolate, acuminate apex, and small flowers in erect and curved spikes; use in
traditional medicine. 

cutushito
CUTUSHITO in Mexico: Spanglish derived from cute, in English 'I said, nice, pretty', and from cuchito, in Spanish 'kitten,
pussy' is used MI CUCHITO, or CUCHITO to call loved ones. 

cúlmine
Most significant, most important, highest grade

cúpula
DOME in abatomy : upper part of the vagina

cúpula del aparato reproductor femenino
DOME OF THE FEMALE REPRODUCTIVE SYSTEM As we said yesterday: See DOME, upper part of the vagina

cústico
Quantum in musical instruments an instrument is said to be acoustic when it does not undergo modifications by
electronic means.  Therefore, the ANTONYM QUANTUM indicates that sound is generated or altered electronically. 



Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be 40, instrument 41, electronic

cybermonday
CYBERMONDAY campaign through social networks where hundreds of companies offer products with significant
discounts, while purchases are closed online.  What was originally a Monday today lasts several days, and may in some
cases that prices are respected throughout the week. 

cyborg
CYBORG Living organism supplemented with mechanical and/or electronic parts that enhance its normal capabilities. 
Niel Harbbison is the first CYBORG because he had an antenna installed connected to the skull that allows him to hear
the various sounds equivalent to the different frequencies of the colors, because he has achromatopsia.  It also allows
you to receive images in the brain, view the Internet and receive calls. 

dala de desplante
DALA DE DESPLANTE in construction : chain that receives and distributes the vertical loads and helps the structure to
work correctly in cases of settlements.  It is usually made of reinforced concrete, the same width as the wall and serves
to prevent the wall from suffering failures or cracks. 

dalari
DALARI barbarism for dollar.  The phonetics of the dollar is dalar, derived from the old German currency taler. 

dalarys
DALARYS is a feminine given name that has no meaning, as well as Dalari and the like. 

damaso
DAMASUS masculine name that comes from the Greek damasos, 'tamer, dominator' 2 .  Name of Dámaso López
Nuñez (1966), alias "El Licenciado", former drug trafficker and Mexican criminal, leader of the Sinaloa Cartel after the
capture of "Chapo" Guzmán in 2017.  Captured that same year and sentenced to life in prison in 2018, he is in a
maximum security prison in the United States. 

damien
DAMIEN 1 .  horror TV series of 10 chapters.  ( 2016 )  .  Back from his assignment in Syria, a war correspondent Is also
faced with strange happenings.  2 .  Damián in Spanish.  It comes from the Greek name Damianos ????????  ( tamer ) ,
which in turn comes from the verb ??????  ( dominate , subdue ) 

damística
DAMISTICS of the ladies, relative or belonging to the ladies.  2 It may be from Portuguese da mística, two words
meaning 'de la mística'. 

dandy
DANDY anglicism by man that is distinguished by its extreme elegance.  In Chile it was popular to call them Falabelito
after a character from Falabella's advertising, who was drawn very dressed and gummed. 

dar alcance
GIVE REACH reach (to someone or something), to meet someone or something that was advancing or was further



along the way

dar libre
GIVE FREE give a day of leave

darle muchas vueltas
GIVE IT A LOT OF THOUGHT DOUBT, THINK TOO MUCH

darse por enterado
ACKNOWLEDGE FORMALLY ACKNOWLEDGE BEING INFORMED, in xonocimiento ( of something ) 

dauberita
Mineral DAUBERITE of the sulfate class of formula : K3 ( UO2 ) 4 ( SO4 ) 2O3 ( OH ) .  3H2O commonly known as
ZIPPEITE

dá
GIVE SPAM

dc
DC abbreviation commonly used to distinguish Washington, District of Columbia, capital of the United States, from
Washington State, capital Seattle, to the northwest of the country.  2 .  Abbreviation of DC Comics, a publishing house
dedicated to the realization and commercialization of comics, founded in 1937.   DC is an abbreviation for Detective
Comics, one of its first flagship titles.  It has recently been acquired by AOL-Time Warner.  It is one of the largest comic
book companies worldwide.  Among his best-known titles are Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Justice League,
Flash, and Green Lantern. 

de buenas y malas
OF GOOD AND BAD of sweet and of agraz, that there are positive things and other negative

de donde probiene el nombre yosuani
YOSUANI comes (and does not probiene) from the Hebrew JOSHUA, which means Jesus.  YOSUANI means follower
of Jesus. 

de lujo
DE LUJO DE LUX, very luxury

de rico aroma
RICH AROMA that smells good

debatible
DEBATABLE DEBATABLE, which is in a position to be discussed

decir piropos



SAY COMPLIMENTS Praise feminine attributes

deern
DEERN in German girl , girl , my daughter Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be mädchen , girl , girl ,
girl , girl , girl , girl

default selectivo
SELECTIVE DEFAULT DEFAULT is anglicism by 'default'.  In economics: to fall into DEFAULT is to enter into default. 
Never does a country fail to pay each and every one of its financial commitments.  Argentina is the only country in the
world that has done so and lost all credibility and confidence leaving its economy to total ruin.  Then, when countries
enter into economic crisis they make a selection of payments and suspensions called SELECTIVE DEFAULT

defaunación
DEFAUNATION reduction of the fauna of a region or territory that can reach the extinction of the species.  Similar to
deforestation in the case of forests, which can lead to land desertification. 

defina la palabra autoctonista
DEFINE THE WORD AUTOKTONIST see AUTOKTONIST

defunct
DEFUNCT in English , deceased

defwnsa
Spam defense

deidificado
DEIDIFIED Part .  past the verb DEIDIFY, carry to the height of a god, worship (someone or something) as a god. 

dejar chachita
LEAVING CHACHITA In Mexico: Chachita is a little girl.  Evita Muñoz, la Chachita was the first child actress of Mexican
cinema, who started a brilliant career in 1940, at the age of 4 and next to the great Mexican actors.  He made everyone
laugh, and then he would do it on TV.  In Chile there is no such expression, but DEJAR YAYITA, which is literally leaving
a small wound, nana or rasmillón.  Leaving Chachita would be a way of speaking like a baby for leaving YAYITA
Figuratively is to leave resentment, anger, resentment for one harm caused to another. 

dejar crear
LET CREATE allow to get out of the rules and norms.  Facilitate innovation and modernization. 

dejar de hacer el asno
STOP DOING THE DONKEY stop going silly; end an abusive situation

dejar las reglas en su lugar
LEAVING THE RULES IN PLACE leaving the regulations for another time, is now an exception. 



dejar para otro día
LEAVE FOR ANOTHER DAY postpone for a future but uncertain moment. 

dejar postrado
LEAVE PROSTRATE to be balded', without being able to move with one's own legs. 

dejar yayita
LEAVE YAYITA, in Chile: literally leave a small wound, nana or rasmillon.  Figuratively it is to leave resentment, anger,
resentment for a harm caused to another

dejarse vencer
LETTING YOURSELF BE DEFEATED by letting the other win intentionally

del nombre ciani
FROM THE NAME CIANI Cyani was a low-grade gold coin circulating among African merchants whose value was 100
aspros.  Aspro was a Turkish currency whose value has changed with the times.  Cyan means blue, color of cyanotics
for lack of oxygen, which in turn comes from cyan, color hydrocyanic acid, CHN, an extremely toxic compound, with
which those condemned to death are killed in seconds by means of preventing in a fulminant way the circulation of
oxygen in the blood.  So Ciani sgnifica blue or bluish. 

del plato a la boca se cae la sopa
FROM PLATE TO MOUTH FALLS SOUP is a metaphor or allegory, which wants to express that easily a plan or idea
can be truncated in the way of executing it.  It's always easier said than done. 

delapidar
DELAPIDAR of the Italian delapidare, embezzlement, embezzlement of funds'.  Not to be confused with DILAPIDAR,
splurge, waste

delicadísimo
DELICATE increase of delicate. 

delimitante de un producto
DELIMITER OF A LIMITING PRODUCT, REDUCTOR

delirium tremens
DELIRIUM TREMENS Ethyl state of a person in which he hallucinates and suffers from seizures product of abstinence
from alcoholic consumption His brain deludes and says inconsistencies.  Your liver is damaged and you may suffer from
liver cirrhosis. 

delonix regia
DELONIX REGIA is the scientific name of a fabacea tree commonly called FRAMBOYAN OF MADAGASCAR.  Its red
and orange flowers and bright green foliage make it famous for being the most colorful tree in the world. 

delphi



DELPHI synonym of Delphos, which is used so that the Oracle of Delphos is not confused with the Delphi method of
scientific prediction. 

demasiadas
TOO MANY f.  pl.  of TOO MUCH

demisexual
DEMISEXUAL Asexual Visibility and Education Network , or Network for Asexual Education and Visibility (AVEN)
founded by David Jay in 2001, first coined the term in 2006, calling the demisexual as , "a person incapable of feeling a
sexual attraction unless he has previously managed to forge a deep emotional bond with someone". 

democratista
DEMOCRATIST Supporter of democracy, or of some democratic party.  Someone who advocates for and defends
democracy. 

demonizacion
DEMONIZATION error by DEMONIZATION

dendrografía
DENDROGRAPHY of the Greek déndron, 'tree'; technique of graphical representation of hierarchical relationships and
distances between various groups of data.  Typical cases are family trees of families and the classification of animal and
plant species. 

dentellada
DENTELLADA Just add that it is synonymous with bite and no bite. 

denticulacin
DENTICULACIN SPAM

dentritos
DENDRITES see DENDRITE .  The nerve cell is made up of two parts, the axon or information emitter and the
dendrites, each of the membranous parts of the neuron.   In metallurgy, geology, and crystallography: A dendrite is a
structure with repetitive branches typical of the crystal growth process. 

deputy
DEPUTY anglicism by DEPUTY

derecha cristiana
CHRISTIAN RIGHT In the United States: informal coalition formed around a core of evangelical Protestants and some
Catholics.  Ship in the 1940s and is especially influential since the 70s.  ?? The Christian right constitutes a political
doctrine that is supported by mainstream Protestant, Jewish, and conservative Mormon groups. 

derecho de vuelo
RIGHT OF FLIGHT in Spanish legislation: right of flight is the concession to a person other than the owners of a building



the real right limited to raise or deepen it by constructing new plants and making ownership of them his own in a
perpetual way in an integrated way to the right of horizontal property of the building.  

derrera
DERRERA of the French derrière last, rear; rear; darrera is last, behind in Catalan

desacir
DESACIR spelling error by DESASIR , release , uncheck

desacobijar
DISLOCATE stop giving protection, welcome (to someone). 

desafortunado
UNFORTUNATE saying of a person or thing: hapless, unhappy: an unfortunate journey. 

desalineada
MISALIGNED f .  of MISALIGNED, which is not online or in parallel. 

desanilización
DESALINATION extraction of salt from seawater to convert it into drinking water. 

desatados
UNLEASHED pl .  of p. p .  untied , unmoor , start

desbarbado
DESBARBADO The dictionary of the RAE forgets that it is also used when the beards or rebarbas are removed in metal
pieces

desbarbar
DEBURRING Remove the bar from a metal part that results from cutting it.  There is a tool called a deburring machine,
ideal for performing such a task when adapted to an electric drill, since it leaves a bevel in the cut, that is, a small
truncated cone, which facilitates the insertion of the nut. 

descardar
DESCARD ERROR TO DOWNLOAD ( FILES ) .  The verb CARDAR refers to passing the carda, a board with a steel
cover that carries nails or tips that clean the fibers of foreign elements.  It is used in textile and fabric cleaning
processes.  Therefore there is no DESCARDAR or a descardado

descensin
Descensin Spam

descmodo
SPAM REMOVAL



descomplicado
DESCOMPLICADO uncomplicated, WITH no complicaciones, at ease Some synonyms, words or similar expressions
can be simplified

descomunización
DECOMMUNICADO DISINTEGRATE a society, whether human or financial. 

desconcentraciones
DECONCENTRATIONS pl .  of DECONCENTRATION

desconectado del mundo
DISCONNECTED FROM THE WORLD living outside the local reality

descriptor neutro
NEUTRAL DESCRIPTOR A descriptor helps to understand who you are and what you do.  If your company name isn't
self-explanatory, a descriptor can help.  In short, it is very useful when it comes to segmenting a target audience with
identification problems.  But here it specifies it as neutral, then it is a specific descriptor, that is, descriptors that identify
the categories.  This is widely used to reference and allow search engines to find texts that include the concepts of
interest of the user When all the text of a document or record or part of it matches a descriptor, the document or record
is linked to the category.  Thus, the descriptor is asked and the texts found are returned.  In this context we can define
neutral descriptors such as does not know/does not respond in statistical texts, or empty cases where no descriptor
coincides and there is no matching between the search and the texts. 

descubrír
DISCOVER SPAM

desculpabilizar
DE-BLAME DROPPING CHARGES, Stop Blaming

desculturización
DECULTURIZATION introduction of ignorance in a cultured group

desdeñada
DESDEÑADA past p. of DESDEÑAR disdain, discard, hate

desechos
WASTE pl .  waste , garbage , detritus

desecrable
DESECRABLE error by EXECRABLE, which deserves to be strongly repudiated. 

desenculo
DESENCULO in Argentina: TO BE ANGRY OR ANGRY, TO ADOPT A SULLEN ATTITUDE.  Then to unsenculate is to
disengage, to calm down.  DESENCULO is the act of desencularse or the first person of the present verb desencular .  2



in Argentina, to encular is to scam, to deceive someone.  Then unplug (se) is to get rid of a (potential) scam.  3 . 
Remove the penis in a sodomization. 

desengrietar
DE-DIGRIETAR unbundle, repair existing cracks between people or in objects. 

desenredarse
UNTANGLE UNDOING A MESS YOU'RE GETTING INTO. 

desensibilizar
Desensitize making it less sensitive.  In psychotherapy, desensitization (systemic) consists of a treatment against
anxiety (phobias) based, in simple words, on making the patient face situations similar to those that affect him
pathologically to a minimum degree at the beginning until he normalizes it, and gradually increasing the intensity until
reaching the peak as if it were usual and normal,   without hypersensitivity. 

desentida
DESENTIDA Misspelling of the Spanish word DESENTENDIDA f., P.P. of DESENTENDERSE, disengage, wash your
hands of

deseo sexual
LIBIDO SEXUAL DESIRE.  It drove animals to mate. 

desequilibrante
UNBALANCED that produces an important favorable difference. 

desescalar
DE-ESCALATION down the level

desfavorables
UNFAVORABLE pl .  of UNFAVORABLE that is not favorable, convenient. 

desfavorecidamente
DISADVANTAGEDly in an unrestrained form, with disadvantage, in an impaired form

desfenestrado
DEFENESTRATED p . p .  from the verb DESFENESTRAR in old Spanish the fenestra was the window . 
Defenestration was the death penalty for throwing from an elevated window. 

desfinanciado
DEFUNDED No economic resources to execute a project or business.  2 .  Colloquially, be duck, no money. 

desgaifar
DESGAIFAR possibly error by DESGAFAR or better, UNHOOK, remove the rope of the glasses from the crossbow,



disassembling it.  By extension unhook .  2 .  It could be taking out the glasses: the sloppy Minions lose sympathy. 

deshilación
DE-FRAYING action of DE-ICING, pulling threads from a fabric in order to form fringes.  If this effect is produced by the
use or wear of the fabric, this action is called FRAYING

deshondura
DISHONDURA Antonym of HONDURA, depth .  It does not make logical sense because the prefix DES- reflects the
opposite, as in making and undoing, locking and unlocking, hanging and hanging, plugging and unplugging.  But depth
is a depth, whether small or large, of millimeters or kilometers.  It could be synonymous with SUPERFICIALITY:
DISHONESTY of thought. 

desindexación
DEINDEXATION carry out the reverse process to indexation, reversing the readjustment applied to an amount of money
so that the figure represents the real value of the debt according to the inflation experienced by the local economy. 
Action of determining the value of an amount to be paid or collected, without readjustments for inflation. 

desindustrializador
DEINDUSTRIALIZER that deindustrializes, that reduces the capacity of industrial production

deslaborización
DEWORKING adm .  : process of Transformation of the relationship governed by labor law into a legal relationship of
public employees of public law. 2 .  Cybernetics: Organization or automation of human work in digital or automatic
processes. 

deslucido
LACKLUSTER Say of the material that has lost its splendor, its brightness or its quality again.  Aventado, aged by the
patina of time or the wear and tear of one's own use. 

desmalizar
DEMALIZE error by WEEDING, remove weeds, clear a piece of land

desmandados
DESMANDADOS pl .  of DESMANDADO , par .  Past of DESMANDARSE, get out of control, act without brake or
respect for the rules.  Stop respecting the command. 

desnergizar
DENERGIZE SPAM

desorganizada
DESORGANIZADA f. of DESORGANIZADO p.p. of desorganizar, disorganize Some synonyms, words or similar
expressions can be unorganize

despachurrarlo



DESPACHURRARLO , reflexive or pronominal form of the verb DESPACHURRAR

despenetrada
DESPENETRADA that has ceased to be penetrated

despiertos
AWAKE pl .  from AWAKE 1 .  Repl.  and adj .  Shrewd, intelligent, cunning, quick-minded person.  2 .  v .  Part .  past
the verb AWAKEN, WAKE UP, get out of sleep, stop sleeping. 

despistante
CLUELESS that produces deception or confusion.  That deviates from the correct track. 

desplaciones
TYPOS typos due to DESOLATIONS

desplasarze
Desplasarze spam

destilado de pulque
PULQUE DISTILLATE Pulque is the result of the extraction of the sap of the "tame" maguey (Atrovirens Karw), known
as agave, which provides a substantial mead, abundant in microorganisms, which are responsible for fermenting it to
produce this traditional Mexican alcoholic beverage, with a graduation of 4 to 6 degrees. 

destrado
DESTRADO in psychoanalysis: Destroyed, term introduced by the Italian psychoanalyst Edoardo Weiss in 1935, ?
relative to the energy of the destructive impulse.  It is the antonym of libido. 

destruida
DESTROYED f .  of p. p .  from the verb DESTROY, break, destroy, damage

desunar
DESUNAR SEE DESUÑAR

desuñar
In addition to the previous meanings there is a third, which is to get rid of the dirt by working, that is, 'until you run out of
nails'.  

desvarío
RAVING State of madness, usually brought on by illness or passion, in which incoherent things are said or done and
hallucinated. 2 .  Figuratively, said or done crazy, foolish or lacking in common sense, as when you are in a state of
madness or passionate foolishness. 

desviados



DEVIATED 1 s .  and adj .  pl.  of degenerate , depraved 2 .  V .  part .  past pl .  of the verb DEVIATE or DEVIATE, fork,
separate from the main or correct path

deterioradas
DETERIORATED form f .  and pl .  of DETERIORATING, spoiling or spoiling.  Aging, harming. 

determinacin
SPAM DETERMINATION

detritus en medicina
DETRITUS IN MEDICINE from the Latin DETRITUS desecho m .  Waste material resulting from the breakdown of
tissues or cells.  A positive DETRITUS in a Pap smear only indicates the presence of dead cells, something completely
normal, since all the cells in our body are born, grow, reproduce and die.  Cells live on average between 7 and 10 years,
but this is very variable as some last a few hours and others several decades.  For example, neutrophil cells (a type of
white blood cell, see blood) can last only two days, while the cells in the center of the eye lenses (lens) will be the same
for a lifetime.  There are even brain cells that could transcend a person's life if they were transplanted into another brain.

débil mental
WEAK-MINDED person of very low IQ, formerly a fool, an idiot, or an asshole.  Today these terms are removed from
medical terminology and euphemisms such as different skills or abilities are used to designate those who have up to
70% of a normal intelligence (IQ=100).  When weakness occurs due to old age, we speak of senile dementia. 

décalage
DÉCALAGE galicismo that is Castilianized as DECALAJE and that means mismatch, mismatch, discordance, lag,
disagreement.  The RAE, having spanish terms to explain the corresponding situations, recommends discarding
Gallicism

décatage
DÉCATAGE error by DÉCALAGE galicismo that is castilianized as DECALAJE and that means mismatch, mismatch,
discordance, lag, disagreement, disagreement.  The RAE, having Spanish terms to explain the corresponding situations,
recommends discarding Gallicanism. 

diacronicamente
DIACHRONICALLY View DIACHRONICALLY

diacrónicamente
DIACHRONICALLY in diachronic form, which is related, deals with or concerned with a fact and its evolution over time. 

diagonales
DIAGONALS pl .  of DIAGONAL, strokes joining the crossed vertices, of a square, rectangle, rhombus, rhomboid, and
any figure of 5 or more faces.  In the case of geometric bodies in addition to the diagonals of the faces there are
diagonals that join the crossed edges of the cubes and parallelepipeds of any kind, pyramids and regular and irregular
bodies with 5 or more faces. 



diamina
DIAMINE organic compound containing two NH2 groups.  The most basic compound is ethylenediamine
(H2N-CH2-CH2-NH2) 

diamino
DIAMINE abbreviation of diamine acid.  A molecule that includes a carboxylic acid and two amine functional groups. 
Diamine acids belong to the class of amino acids

diaminocarboxílico
DIAMINOCARBOXYLIC type of the amino acid family.  Diamine acids are chemically called diamine carboxylic acids. 
Diamine acids are molecules that contain at least one carboxyl acid group (COOH) and two amine functional groups
(NH2). 

diapdesis
DIAPDESIS Spam

diario columnario
COLUMNARIO DIARY It is an accounting book where the different accounting accounts of its assets, liabilities and
equity that the company operates are classified.  The number of columns varies according to the needs and numbers of
accounts that are used and can vary from 3 to 8. 

dibujo de charrasca
DRAWING OF CHARRASCA See CHARRASCA

dietiario
DIETITIAN Agenda of a business or a household where income and expenses are recorded day by day

dificultamiento
DIFFICULTY complication, hardening of the conditions to do something, obstacles. 

dignatorio
DIGNIFYING DIGNITARY, which produces much dignity, prestige and honor.  DIGNATORIO is the one who has a
position of great dignity, prestige and honor. 

dilema moral
MORAL DILEMMA confrontation between two or more options of an ethical nature in which one is obliged to choose one
of them. 

dilogo
DILOGO SPAM

dinamgena
DINAMGENA SPAM



dinero fácil
EASY MONEY money that is earned effortlessly, sometimes obtained dishonestly. 

dinner
DINNER dinner , in English

dinofobia
DINOPHOBIA but , from the Greek 'deinos', terrible .  Phobia of the Greek 'phobos', fear.  Dinophobia is, therefore, fear
or fear of lizards. 

dionisio
DIONYSIUS Greek philosopher of wine, fun and theater.  It corresponds to the Roman Bacchus. He was young and the
most picturesque of the gods of Olympus He was considered the god of fertility, inspiring ritual madness and ecstasy.

diosificar
GODIFY rise to the height of a god.  Deify

diosincracia
GODINCRACY error by IDIOSYNCRASY

direcciones
ADDRESSES pl .  of ADDRESS, street and number of where you live.  Optionally the commune or town, province,
region and country.  2 .  Directing action.  3 .  Geographical orientation : northwest direction

dirtier
DIRTIER English word, dirt augmentative, dirty; means dirtier.  DIRTIEST means the dirtiest or the dirtiest. 

discinesia
DYSKINESIA from the Greek kinetos, 'mobile', which moves The prefix dis reflects discordance, contrariness, also
negation.  Dyskinesia can be caused by reasons unrelated to an underlying disease.  For example, muscle spasms, low
magnesium levels, muscle fatigue or side effects caused by the intake of medications. 

discognición
DISCOGNITION of the Latin cognoscere, to know; Loss of the ability to acquire knowledge through perception and
experience.  Discognition is the loss of the ability to perform processes such as learning, reasoning, attention, memory,
problem solving, decision-making, feelings. 

discopepera
DISCOPEPERA woman who uses drugs (nuggets that she surreptitiously introduces into drinks) to dope her clients on
the discs and steal their belongings. 

discursividad
DISCURSIVENESS ability to deliver speeches. Verbal activity understood as social communication. 



discusiones
DISCUSSIONS pl .  of DISCUSSION, allegation, presentation and confrontation of diverse opinions.  Dialogue of ideas. 

disecada
DISSECTED f .  of DISSECTED

disecamiento
DISSECTION 1 .  Process of removal of the internal organs of a corpse, dehydration and embalming for permanent
preservation. 2 .  Dehydration of food to prevent putrefaction. 

disfruton
ENJOYED spelling error by DISFRUTON

disolte
DISOLTE errot por DISOLTER Empresa española .  Distributors of advanced plastic technologies.  Specialization in
polypropylene pipes and fittings. 

dispositivo inteligente
SMART DEVICE device that has built-in sw or hw with code that allows you to make decisions and perform actions if the
stipulated conditions are met.  For example, a refrigerator could place an order for the missing to the supermarket when
a minimum value is reached or to a critical stock. 

disquinesia
DYSKINESIA error due to DYSKINESIA, uncontrolled and involuntary muscle movement

distopico
DYSTOPIAN error by DYSTOPIAN

distributio
DISTRIBUTIO from Latin , organization , distribution , distribution .  Rhetorical figure, part of the (3. 2) Accumulation
figures, in turn, part of the (3) Thought Figures.  which consists of a description or list of related cases or points to be
discussed below.  It differs from the EXPOLITIO, another ( 3 . 1 ) amplification figure, in turn also part of the ( 3 ) Figures
of Thought, in which a more detailed description or exposition of each motto is included. 

ditología
DITOLOGY involuntary repetition of one or more syllables in a word. 

diversábado
DIVERSÁBADO In Spain: events that are organized for ENTERTAINING children between 3 and 12 years old in
different town halls.  Workshops, plays and other participatory activities are held, guided by monitors. 

división de honor
DIVISION OF HONOR in many countries of the world is the highest category of national tennis, from which the players
who will represent the country in the Davis Cup are defined.  2 .  In Spain: top category of the youth league system in



Spain.  Organized by the Royal Spanish Football Federation, it nominates the winner of the Champions Cup as the
youth champion of Spain, which is accessed by the champions and the best runner-up of the Division of Honor of each
community. 

divisoria de aguas
WATERSHED SEE L8NEA WATERSHED

dobladas
FOLDED f-shape.  and pl .  bend, pleat, fold, bend: hands bent.  In Chile DOBLADAS or DOBLADITAS: typical bread of
Chilean cuisine made with the same dough of the empanadas, probably derived from the leftover dough when the pine
was finished (stuffed with onion and ground meat with pieces of hard-boiled egg and an olive).  Such bread is folded into
various shapes, typically triangular or rectangular. 

doblao
DOBLAO is a FOLDING SYNCOPATION: typical of Andalusia and southern Spain

doblar el tronco
BEND THE TRUNK bend the body by the waist, usually as physical exercise. 

doblera
BEND 1 .  formerly 24 feet long plank (XXI century).  The double average had 14, not 12.  2 .  Ordinances of the city of
Barcelona to help the navy against the Genoese.  3 .  In Colombia : doblera bag , type of sleeping bag . 

doctico
DOCTICO spelling error by DEICTIC, relative to the DEIXISE or linguistic element that performs a deíxis .  2 .  Spelling
error by DOCTIC, Neologism by doctoral in the clinical sense, relative to the medical, to differentiate it from that related
to doctors in other sciences or to what has the air of wise or professor. 

docuconcierto
DOCUCONCIERTO live music documentary about a singer, musician or musical band. 

docurreality
DOCURREALITY Television series that combines documentary with reality show, taking basic characteristics of both
genres.  Good examples areMaking a murdererThe StaircaseShot in the DarkDiagnosisBasketball or nothingThe new
secret agents of ChurchillFrom scrapping to gloryUnder ArrestThe Confession Tapes

dominio propio
OWN DOMAIN suffix of an email .  My email johnny@plaut . cl has a suffix or domain 'plaut' which is a proper domain,
for which an annual value is paid. 

donaciones
DONATIONS pl .  of DONATION, action of giving money or goods to third parties. 

donna



DONNA woman , in Italian

dormir el sueño de los justos
SLEEP THE SLEEP OF THE RIGHTEOUS as it says "anonymously" righteous are the Saints" of the Old Testament. 
Their souls dwelt in Hades.  AD AETERNUM .  The locution is used in that sense, that something is lasting an eternity,
xomo the processing and promulgation of a law. 

dottore
DOTTORE Italianism which means doctor, both in the medical sense and in the professor. 

downdraft
DOWNDRAFT stands for downdraft in English.  Name given to some extractor hoods and electric cookers

downsizing
DOWNSIZING anglicism of down 'down' and sizing 'dimension'; business strategy that consists of reducing employees
to be more competitive. 

doxing
DOXING See DOXXIAR

doxxiar
DOXXIAR anglicism derived from doxing, doxxing action of doxesr, or doxeo, term describing the act of intentionally and
publicly disclosing personal information online about an individual or organization, such as their real name, physical
address, their work or identifying data, usually through the Internet. 

dóctico
DOCTIC neologism by relative or belonging to the doctor of medicine.  To differentiate it from DOCTORAL, relative or
belonging to the university postgraduate of doctor.  It may be a mistake by DEICTIC

dracula
DRACULA Gothic fantasy novel written by Bram Stoker, published in 1897 2 .  Count protagonist of the homonymous
novel. 

dramáticas
DRAMATIC f .  pl.  of DRAMATIC, relating to drama 2.  Histrionic that exaggerates and dramatizes pain, grief, will go
and another momentary feeling. 

dreadlock
DREADLOCK from the English dread, 'fear', and locks, 'curls, ricitos' DREADLOCK means rasta (f).  ) , mixed hair and
fabric

dream dark rock
DREAM DARK ROCK 'dark stone dreamed' in English; DARK DREAM is an American jewelry brand



dromo
DROMO Argentine horror and science fiction television series (2009). Dromos , plural , ( from the Greek dromos , race
track? )  is an entrance passage or avenue that leads to a building, tomb or hallway.  There are many important dromos
in Egypt, which were, fundamentally, avenues flanked by statues and monuments leading from one pyramid to another,
or from a pyramid to the pier of a river. The most outstanding are the dromos that joins the first pylon of the temple of
Amun in Karnak with the jetty of a channel of the Nile River, flanked by cryocephalic sphinxes. The second is the
Avenue of the Sphinxes, the dromos linking the temple of Amun at Karnak with the temple of Mut, flanked by sphinxes
with the body of a lion and the head of a ram. 

dromomanía
DROMOMANÍA from the Greek dromos, career oista; Excessive or pathological inclination to move continuously from
one place to another. 

dromotropismo
DROMOTROPISM In cardiovascular physiology: the ability of the heart to perform the transmission of electrical
impulses through the electrical conduction system of the heart. 

drum
DRUM . English word meaning DRUM.  2 .  A catheter inserted through a cannula to inject chemotherapy and another
drug into the superior vena cava. 

dst
DST Acronym for Daylight Saving Time, energy saving while there is sunlight.  It is related to the overtaking of the clock
during the summer, usually by one hour. 

ducatista
DUCATISTA fanatic or fan of Ducati brand cars or motorcycles.  2 .  Belonging to or relating to the Ducati Club.  3 . 
Member of the Ducati Club

dueño de tierras
OWNER OF LAND owner of plots, estates or agricultural, forestry, livestock, mining or tourist farms. 

duralgina
DURALGIN anti-inflammatory drug based on codeine and paracetamol.  Also called dipyrone (metamizole).  In some
countries it is not allowed because it has side effects related to circulation that could lead to death.  It is prescribed in
postoperative cases, cancer, migraines, colic, dental treatment) 

durio
DURIO for an extensive explanation, See FRUIT OF THE KING, name derived from 'FRUIT OF THE KING', ximo is
called the DURIO in Indonesia. 

duty free
DUTY FREE anglicism of duty 'obligation, duty' and free, 'free'; means 'tax-exempt'.  It is used in port and airport
precincts that have shops that sell products that passengers will take with them and consume outside the country. 



e-reader
E-READER see EREADER

ecdisozoo
ECDISOZOO superphylum of the animal kingdom, whose scientific name is ecdysozoa, from the Greek ekdisis,
'removal', and zoo, 'animal', belonging to the protostomes.  Although its classification was proposed rather recently
(1997), its relevance was initially suggested more than a century ago.  It brings together several phyla, of which the most
important are arthropods and nematodes (worms), which have in common the possession of an external cuticle and
grow by molts. 

echar a volar
SOME SYNONYMS, words or similar expressions can be brainstorming

echar a volar algo
TO FLY SOMETHING TO SEE THE IMAGINATION FLY create things in the mind, without having any limitation or
restriction or respect for reality. 

echar a volar la imaginación
LET THE IMAGINATION FLY create things in the mind without any restriction or limitation, often without respect for
reality or feasibility, very typical of children and also of adolescents.  When this creative activity is planned and
organized in working groups, as might occur in an advertising agency or in a workshop on analysis and resolution of
problems or conflicts, this activity is called BRAINSTORMING, or brainstorming. 

echar flores a alguien
THROW FLOWERS TO SOMEONE flatter, praise (a person) 

echarle bola
THROW BALLS In Venezuela: expression that denotes entrepreneurship with enthusiasm, undertake with effort

echarse encima
LIE ON TOP 1 .  achieve the opposition and / or enmity of a person: you threw yourself on the dean.  2 .  Carrying a
physical or figurative weight: I threw myself on a big problem

echarse un zorrito
TAKE A WELL-KNOWN and recurrent ZORRITO Chilenismo in the Bío Bío area: action of taking a short nap after
lunchtime

ecocausa
ECOCAUSA causes in which it fights for the improvement of the environment

ecocontrol
ECOCONTROL system that avoids or suppresses harmful contaminations such as a radiation of high frequency waves,
, .    Look



ecocuero
ECOCUERO Leather produced respecting the ecological canons and without the animal of origin having suffered pain or
abuse

ecoescuela
ECOESCUELA school that is part of the ECOESCUELAS program, which aims to introduce and / or promote at an
international level environmental education for sustainable development in nursery, primary and secondary schools

ecografía transvaginal
Transvaginal ultrasound is a photograph or image achieved with an ultrasound scanner that emits low-frequency
ultrasound.   There are two types of gynecological ultrasounds: vaginal (transvaginal) and abdominal.  Both types of
scans can be done in 2D, 3D or 4D. 

economía creativa
CREATIVE ECONOMY sector of the economy that involves the generation of ideas and knowledge.  It basically covers
the cultural industry and the knowledge economy.  It is also defined as a development model in which cultural diversity
and creativity are pillars of social and economic transformation of the country, from the regions. 

economía naranja
ORANGE ECONOMY development model in which cultural diversity and creativity are pillars of social and economic
transformation of the country, from the regions.  This model has tools for cultural, social and economic development. 

ecorrecarga
ECORRECARGA Refills detergent, dishwasher, multipurpose cleaner and softener with reusable containers (usually
sprinklers) concerned with ecology.  . 

ecosustentable
ECOSUSTENTABLE SUSTAINABILITY is meeting current needs without compromising the well-being of future
generations.  When we put ECO first, we restrict the spectrum to the environment and the preservation of biodiversity
exclusively.

edpyme
EDPYME stands for Development Entity for Small and Microenterprise that are entities or companies oriented to meet
the demand for credit services. ?

educación multisensorial
MULTISENSORY EDUCATION teaching in which more than one sense at a time participates.  The more senses you
engage, the deeper the acquisition and perseverance of learning.  The use of sight, hearing, movement and touch
provide varied and simultaneous stimuli that interrelate and facilitate learning and permanence. 

educación permanente
CONTINUING EDUCATION continuing training, which is continued over time. 

efebófilo
EFEBÓFILO person who likes to commit RAPE, that is, having sex with young people from 15 to 19 years of age (teens



in English, could be 14 to 18 for Latinos). 

efectos
EFFECTS Used in the plural to specify the gadgets of cinematography and theater that generate optical illusions of
great visual impact but that are not possible to reproduce in real life, such as, for example, navigating in a
mini-submarine through the bloodstream, navigating to the future or the past in a time machine or reducing or
aggravating in an instant. 

efimera oración
EPHEMERAL PRAYER 1 .  grammatical phrase of few words 2 .  brief prayer

efímera oración
EPHEMERAL PRAYER As we said yesterday: brief sentence 2 .  short-term prayer

egames
EGAMES from the English Game, 'game', anglicism for electronic games, games that are made on the Internet. 

egoísmo empresarial
BUSINESS EGOISM starts from the social egoism that distills modern society.  It is the interest of companies to obtain
profitability from their commercial operations, regardless of the damage or harm to third parties or the environment.  The
ecological awareness of society has forced companies to have an explicit pro-environmental policy

egótico
EGÓTICO Egotiko is a line of soccer goalkeeper gloves from the Mexican brand RINAT.  If we consider the e as the
acronym of the internet, we can assimilate the neologisms ebusiness, ecommerce, emoney and assume that it is the
presentation in networks of dark things or dark music.  They are usually androgynous: men and women put on makeup
equally, highlighting the paleness on the face and using black enamel on their nails: young egotics invade the nets. 

egrafía
EGRAFÍA is the attached bibliography relating all the digital sources, that is, the web pages, from where information was
extracted for the research that is presented. 

ehundura
EHUNDURA 1 .  Relative proportions of the different size groups (sand, legamum and clay) of individual soil grains by
soil mass.  2 .  classification of the soil by the proportion and graduations of the three size groups of the grains present
in the soil, i.e. sand, legamum and clay. 

el anofeles
THE ANOPHELES or ANOPHELES anopheles, adj .  m . [mosquito] of the family Culicidae that inhabits practically the
whole world, with special intensity in the temperate, tropical and subtropical zones.  They have a long trunk and palps as
long as it, whose females are transmitters of malaria or malaria. 

el asta
The ASTA this entry does not deserve to be in a dictionary.  See ASTA



el modelo geocentrico
THE GEOCENTRIC MODEL see GEOCENTRISM

el otro bando
THE OTHER SIDE in English, The other side 1 .  Comic about the Vietnam War.  The protagonists of this DC Comics
Vertigo miniseries are a young American, Year 1967, the young Bill Everette of Russellville (Alabama) who is recruited
to receive military training and be sent to fight, and Vo Binh Dai, from the village of Nam Phong in North Vietnam, who
enlists as a volunteer and marches south to fight alongside his compatriots against the American invader.  2 .  Book by
Jason Aaron and digujos by Cameron Steward, based on the previous point.  3 .  RPG-7 music of the year 2010 (album
entitled La paz, un largo camino) 

el pana
EL PANA used as a vocarive, a nickname; is a neologism for 'fellow', coming from COMPAÑERO, camerade. Some
synonyms, words or similar expressions can be bro, brother, friend

el peor de todos
THE WORST OF ALL given several alternatives, the case, the situation, the most bad person, inconvenient, evil,
negative or similar. 

el perro muerde
THE DOG BITES notice that is put in the antegarden to warn those who want to enter that there is a dangerous dog
inside the property

el pez por la boca muere
THE FISH BY THE MOUTH DIES Euphemism for talking too much condemns you to yourself

el que debe ruega o paga
THE ONE WHO MUST PAY OR BEGS the inexorable reality of the commercial and social relations between creditors
and their debtors: the latter have no choice, the saying goes, but to comply with their obligation or beg for an extension. 

el toro
EL TORO restaurant chain in Santiago de Chile, one of the city's 5474 advertised on Tripadvisor, with note 4 out of 5. 

elastmero
ELASTMERO SPAM

elde syno ishtalistho
ELDE SYNO ISHTALISTHO Youtuber from SreeLanka. He has uploaded 44 videos upto august 2022, mainly history
and economical crisis in Sreelanka, an average of one per month lately.

electricidad estatica
STATIC ELECTRICITY accumulation of electrical charge in a conductive or insulating material.  Electrostatics is the
science that studied related phenomena. 



electrofísica
ELECTROPHYSICS branch of physics that studies electricity and all its associated phenomena, within which it is
customary to include magnetism

electrones
ELECTRONS pl .  of ELECTRON , elementary particle of the atom with negative charge . 

electropop
ELECTROPOP known from the 2000s as electronic pop, ? synth pop, also known as techno-pop, is a subgenre of pop
and electronic music born in the late '70s. Common instruments: Synthesizer, electronic drums, drum machine, electric
bass. 

elefantes
ELEPHANTS pl .  by ELEFANTE

eléboro ilegítimo
ILLEGITIMATE HELLEBORE veratrum viride or false green hellebore is a perennial plant that grows from a small
rhizome that throws spectacular leaves.  It is extremely toxic by . what is considered as a parasitic plant by farmers

elucubro
ELUCUBRO first oers.  Sing.  of the pte .  Indicative of the verb ELUCUBRAR , conceive , plan privately

elusividad
ELUSIVITY Quality of elusiveness.  Ability to use legal mechanisms to reduce tax payments. 

embolia
EMBOLISM The definition of RAE is wrong, because embolism occurs when a thrombus moves through the
bloodstream to settle elsewhere in the circulatory system (renamed embolus).  An arterial embolism can be caused by
one or more clots

embotellaje
BOTTLING process of packaging a product in bottles (plastic or glass). 

embuchacho
EMBUCHACHO m .  It seems a barbarism by EMBUCHADO, tripe stuffed with loin or minced pork, and that, according
to its size and the dressing it carries, receives its own denomination, how sausage, sausage, sausage, salami, etc 2.  m
.   Subject or business covered with a deceptive appearance to hide something of more gravity and importance that you
want to pass unnoticed. 3 .  Fraudulent insertion in the ballot box4 .  Money that has been seized by a negotiated. 
Action of taking that money

emergencia climática
CLIMATE EMERGENCY situation of risk to human life due to a climatic phenomenon such as storms, floods, snowfalls,
hurricanes, tornadoes, etc.



emmo
EMMO As we said yesterday: acronym for IN MY MODEST OPINION.  This phrase is frequently used in English which
led to IMMO and then EMMO

empacado de lomo
PACKAGED BEEF LOIN packaged to be frozen and sold

emparrandarse
EMPARRANDARSE leave PARRANDA , revel , reel

empingado
EMPINGADO in Cuba: angry, angry, angry

empleabilidad
EMPLOYABILITY 1 .  Staffing capacity 2 .  Possibilities of use (of something or someone) 

empleable
EMPLOYABLE that can be used (in something) 2 .  That you are available or trained to be hired. 

emprendeduría
ENTREPRENEURSHIP entrepreneurship, company started with few resources and individually or associated among a
couple of people, with intentions to grow over time in size, volume, quality, level of service. 

emprender la iniciativa
TAKE THE INITIATIVE take the initiative, lead an action

empresarismo
ENTREPRENEURSHIP Policy of creating the largest number of companies and enterprises, generating a great base for
the economic growth of the country and its people.  As part of the neoliberal philosophy, it seeks more private and less
public entrepreneurship.

empunga
EMPUNGA error by EN PUNGA in Argentina: urban language for 'being ready, being prepared'

en celo
IN HEAT in the fertile period. 

en el horizonte
ON THE HORIZON literally: where the sky is cut with the sea or the mountain.  Figuratively, in the distant or medium
future, (what is glimpsed) 

en forma persistente
PERSISTENTLY with insistence, repeatedly and continuously



en maya
IN MAYA in Mayan language, in Mayan language. 

en simulcast
IN SIMULCAST see SIMULCAST

enajenación
SALE Sale, donation or assignment of rights that you have over a good.  2 .  Temporary loss of judgment, for reasons of
anxiety, fear, or pain. 

enbocilla
ENBOCILLA this word does not exist nor will never exist in Spanish, because there is no combination "nb".  EM is
always used with the sense of putting in, introducing, as in bottling, sandwiching, embedding, embarking.  Here, it can
be a deformation of "emboquillar", put the mouthpiece (of a musical instrument) or insert a tube in another of greater
inner diameter. 

encadenadla
CHAIN THE imperative of the verb ENCADENAR, reflexive form of second person plural, as to say 'encadénenla' in the
third person. 

encantadas
ENCHANTED part .  past fem pl .  from the verb to enchant, to enchant .  Extremely happy, very happy.  2 .  That they
have been affected by a magical action that, for example, numbs them for years or turns them into another being or
thing. 

encarnoso
FLESHY INCARNATION 1 .  Carnea 2 .  Soft and juicy vegetable. 

encerio
ENCERIO ERROR for EN SERIO meaning seriously Some synonyms, words or similar expressions can be seriously,
really

encerronada
ENCERRONADA in Chile: encerrona, maneuver of confinement with other vehicles that the criminals carry out when the
drivers circulate with their vehicles, in order to steal them.  When this happens when you go down to open the door of
your house it is called PORTONAZO

enchabe
ENCHABE error by ENCHAVE in Venezuela : . 1 .  State of boredom and apathy. 2 .  Annoyance or annoyance that is
given to someone. 3 .  Ridiculous in which they make a person fall. 

enchave
ENCHAVE in Venezuela : . 1 .  State of boredom and apathy. 2 .  Annoyance or annoyance that is given to someone. 3 .
 Ridiculous in which they make a person fall



enchufable
PLUG-in that can be plugged in (into the mains or other device) 

encrespáronse
ENCRESPÁRONSE pronominal form of the third person plural of the pret .  Indef .  from the verb ENCRESPAR ( SE ) ,
form crespos

encucurucharse
A cone is a sheet of paper, cardboard or wafer rolled up to form a cone, where you can introduce ice cream, candy,
peanuts and other things.  TO COVER UP is to enter a cone or take the conical shape of a cone cone. 

encurrir
ENCCUR ERROR by INCURRING, falling into fault or error, deserving, provoking

endemia
ENDEMIC in medicine: formally, a disease that presents with a relatively constant incidence, AT LEAST EIGHT
MONTHS A YEAR, in a given community or population.  There are usually herd immunity, and the lethality is uniform
There are 4 types of endemic Holoendemia, Hyperendemia, Mesoendemia, Hypoendemia. 

endulzar el instante
SWEETEN THE MOMENT add something pleasant to a rejoicing event

enfermedad de chagas
CHAGAS DISEASE It is an infectious disease that is transmitted through the chipo infected with the parasite
Trypanosoma cruzi /C] .  The chipo transports the parasite in its intestine, bites the person (usually by a VINCHUCA)
and leaves feces in the bite.  When scratched the feces penetrate the skin and the parasite reaches the blood,
transporting through it to the heart. 

enfermedades producidas por el barro picho
DISEASES CAUSED BY PICHO MUD SEE BILIARY MUD

enfollonar
ENFOLLONAR in Spain: a is something confusing, messy and oroblematic to solve, what Argentines call kilombo.  It is
also said of people who participate in a.  TO FOCUS is, then, to provoke a, to make a big mess. 

enfrentamiento presencial
FACE-TO-FACE CONFRONTATION physical encounter between people or groups of people, such as teams or teacher
and students, as opposed to the virtual confrontation, carried out on social networks. 

enfrentamientos
CONFRONTATIONS pl .  of CONFRONTATION, struggles between two sides, which can be of an ideological, sporting,
physical or military nature

enlace hipertextual



HYPERTEXT LINK connection by means of a HYPERTEXT, address of a site or application that is marked in light blue
text on the page consulted and that, when clicking on it, redirects us to the page or application with that URL or virtual
address. 

enlodadas
MUDDY f .  and pl .  of the part .  past the verb ENLODAR, literally and figuratively: Muddy, cover or stain with mud.  2 . 
Dirty the image of a person. 

enmallao
ENMALLAO in Spain: Granada term that means very hungry

enrastrojado
ENRASTROJADO the STUBBLE is the residue of the reeds of the harvest that remains protruding into the earth after
mowing. Stubble is extracting or extirpating stubble to prepare the soil for replanting, or simply to feed livestock. 
Enrastrojar is a synonym for rastrojar. In Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica to stubble is to inquire, search, dig (between
papers, for example).  In Costa Rica: collect the last fruits of a crop, such as corn or beans.  In Chile : looking for food
among the garbage

enriquez
ENRIQUEZ Spanish surname, whose meaning is 'son of Enrique'

ensartaron
ENSARTARON third person plural of the simple past of the Indicative mode of ENSARTAR, to thread or to impale

enseñanza delegada
DELEGATED EDUCATION education given by third parties

enteogénica
Entheogenic spam

enteógeno
Hallucinogenic ENTHEOGEN, which produces alteration of consciousness, providing a divine experience or connection
with the divinities or gods of the respective indigenous cultures that consume it. 

enterocele
ENTEROCELE Prolapse of the small intestine.  It occurs when the small intestine descends into the lower pelvic cavity
and pushes the upper part of the vagina, forming a bulge.  "prolapse" means slipping or leaving the place. 

enterogénico
ENTEROGENIC whole 'gut' and gene 'generating, originating' refers to originating in the gut from birth: ENTEROGENIC
cyst

entertainer
ENTERTAINER anglicism by ANIMATOR, artist with numerous skills that allow him to perform only in front of the public



for extended periods of time. 

entomofago
ENTOMOPHAGO error by ENTOMOPHAGUS, (insect) eating insects. 

entomófago
ENTOMOPHAGUS (animal or plant) that feeds on insects.  Its lexical components are: entomon (insect) and phagein
(eat), plus the suffix -o (agent, the one that does the action). 

entrar en razón
ENTER INTO REASON reconsider, understand . and give in, stop being in a more extreme or opposite position. 

entre tongoy y los vilos
BETWEEN TONGOY AND LOS VILOS in Chile: doubtful, without clarity.  TONGOY and Los VILOS are two nearby
seaside resorts in northern Chile, located in the Coquimbo region. 

entrepiernados
CROTCHES that have their legs crisscrossed.  2 .  In Chile: Entrepiernas is a rural area of the commune of Quilleco, Bío
Bío Region, which is located precisely at a point where the road is divided into two, as if they were two open legs.  To be
CROTCHED is to be living or parked in that village. 

entreplumaban
THEY GLIMPSED word invented by Cortázar in chapter 68 of Rayuela .  It could mean fixing, producing, or anything
else.  See GÍGLICO

eosinófilo
EOSINOPHIL from the Latin eos, 'dawn' and phyla, 'friend'; An eosinophil is a leukocyte or white blood cell of small
granulocyte type, which differentiates from hematopoiesis from stem cells produced in the bone marrow, and which has
a half-life in the blood circulation of 6 to 12 hours, from which they migrate to the tissues where they live for several
days.  It participates in eliminating invaders and foreign bodies that have been marked by the immune system. Not to be
confused with SINÓFILO, who is someone who likes Chinese culture and/or its people

epaulet
EPAULET Galicismo by capona; bar carried by officers of the armed forces and other hierarchical bodies on shoulder
pads and which are distinctive of their rank. 

epaulete
EPAULETE from the French epaulette, epaulette ornament that the military carry on their shoulders and from which
hang threads or fibers called cannelloni.  That name is used for the bar or strip bands that air and sea ship pilots carry
on their shoulders to distinguish their rank. 

epicafre
EPICAFRE error by EPIGRAPH, from the Greek, prefix epi- 'on', and graphein 'to record, to write'. 1 .  Summary at the
beginning of a LITERARY or scientific work, or at the beginning of each chapter of it.  2 .  Textual explanation at the foot
or side of a drawing, graphic or photograph. 



epigenético
EPIGENETIC chemical change made to DNA that does not affect its sequence, but gene activity. 

epilogacin
Spam epilogacin

epilogación
EPILOGUS 1 .  f .  Epilogue 2 .  Action and effect of writing an epilogue or ending a speech.  3 .  Figuratively, action of
giving term

epistemiología
EPISTEMIOLOGY Fil .  Science that studies the principles, foundations, extension, and methods of human knowledge

epiteca
EPITHECA UPPER LEAFLET of diatoms (phytoplankton), which is complemented by the lower leaflet or MORTGAGE
and which are joined by a waist band.  It consists almost entirely of silica, a derivative of salicic acid. 

epsy
EPSY 1 .  Female Name : Epsy Campbell , former Vice President of Costa Rica .  2 .  Epsy Health, an app aimed at
facilitating the early treatment of epilepsy.  3 .  In Spain : The Research Group Psychological Styles, Gender and Health
(EPSY-Ref.  940066), made up of a large number of researchers, academics and specialists in the area of health. 

equinoterapia
EQUINE THERAPY psychological and psychiatric treatment that helps people, especially children, with disabilities. 
Fundamentally it is about using tame horses that interact with patients. 

equipos interfuncionales
CROSS-FUNCTIONAL TEAMS groups that have the ability to exchange information with each other and then make
reciprocal use of it. 

ergomanía
ERGOMANIA Obsession with ergonomics

ergomenino
ERGONENINO in Portuguese ergo is 'levanto' and menino 'es 'niño'.  ERGONENINO would be a sack to carry small
children as a marsupial bag. 

ermitaños
HERMITS pl .  of ERMITAÑO

ernc
NCRE acronym for Non-Conventional Renewable Energies



es verdad lo que dices
WHAT YOU SAY is true is true; That's right. 

esbeydi
ESBEYDI woman's name, contraction of slender and divine, very typical custom of Venezuelans. 

escalonario
ESCALONAIRE relative to the ladder, consisting of steps

escarapelar
ESCARAPELAR in Chile: take a ribbon with the colors of a flag and form a circle around a central point, forming an
undulation around the outer edge. 

escarrapelar
SCARF Error by SCARFING

escatologica
ESCHATOLOGICAL error by ESCHATOLOGICAL

escenario frontal
FRONTAL SCENARIO in modern mega-events, such as Lollapalooza, several simultaneous scenarios are installed. 
The front stage is the main and of greater hierarchy, usually located in the central road or in the place of best view and
capacity of the enclosure. 

escepticemia
SKEPTICEMIA neologism derived from the contraction of skepticism and septicemia, coined by Pert Skrabanek and
James McMcCormick in 1989; describes a current in favor of the application in health of scientific skepticism, of a
rigorous nature since medical decisions directly affect the health of the population.  It is based on critical thinking, built
with empirical observations that are scientifically contrasted. 

escoria de acero
STEEL SLAG residual material or waste resulting from steel production

escruchar
SCRUTINIZING in Argentina: stealing a house in the absence of its inhabitants

escudrio
SPAM SHIELD

escuela concertada
ESCUELA CONCERTADA is what in Chile is called COLEGIO SUBSIDCIONADO, a private school that receives
contributions from the State and that, therefore, must comply with certain regulations that are imposed on it, but that is
free to educate according to the interests of the parents. 



ese huevito quiere sal
THAT EGG WANTS SALT children's verse, which is recited highlighting each of the fingers of the hand.  This finger
bought an egg; I cook this little finger; this little finger was peeling it; this dedito put the salt on him; and this chubby man
ate it.  2 .  Song by Toy Singing, from the album Happy Babies. 

esepticemia
ESEPTICEMIA dictionary error due to skepticism or medical skepticism; is a neologism derived from the contraction of
skepticism and septicemia, coined in 1989, current in favor of the application in health of scientific skepticism. 

esferitas
SPHERITES diminutive pl .  of SPHERE

esforzado en el ánimo
STRIVING IN THE SPIRIT that is of striving spirit, fighter to achieve their goals. 

esforzado en el ánimo
STRIVING IN THE SPIRIT that is of striving spirit, fighter to achieve their goals. 

esgrimida
WIELDED verbal form, fem .  from the verb WIELDING, which in its most usual form means to use something or
someone as a means to defend or defend oneself: "He wielded an irrefutable argument."  Another meaning is to use the
sword, the saber and another similar element to fight in duel. 

esmeraldea
ESMERALDEA tercera pers .  Sing.  of the pte .  From the indicative of the verb EMERALD, traffic or negotiate with
emeralds

esmeraldear
EMERALD IN COLOMBIA: work as an emerald, that is, do emerald mining or traffic, especially illegally, with emeralds. 

espadaña amarilla
Yellow belfry Iris pseudacorus, or yellow lily, is a perennial species of the Iridaceae family.  It is native to Eurasia. 
Bimbrio .  BULRUSH. 

espárrago de mar
SEA ASPARAGUS salicornia salicornia, a genus of succulent plants, halophytes that grow in salt flats, beaches and
mangroves.  They are so named for their similarity to asparagus in terms of their apex and being surrounded by water. 

especiación
SPECIATION biological genetic process where a population of a certain species gives rise to another or other species. 
There are 4 ways to generate new species from a firstborn group: allopatric speciation, Peripatric speciation. Parapatric
speciation. Speciation [W]sympatric[/E[ . 

especiación química



CHEMICAL SPECIATION.  It includes studies that are carried out on different physico-chemical species that are formed
by an element in question and that are organized between several and different phases. Of this type of speciation
mentioned in the last place we can also add that it is very useful when it comes to being able to adequately understand
from the different biogeochemical cycles to the chemistry of the elements that are analyzed in question.

espectáculos
SHOWS pl .  of SHOW

espertatofitas
ESPERTATÓFITAS SPAM by phanerogam or SPERMATOPHYTE

espigallis
ESPIGALLIS error by ESPIGALLS Some synonyms, words or similar expressions may be col brotonera brotons


